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Author’s note

My acquaintance to texts, such as Kapila Samhita, Swarnadri Mahodaya, Brahma Purana,
and Linga Purana, etc., materialized during 2015 when I was reconnoitering the sacred
cultural landscape of Ekamra Kshetra: Bhubaneswar.
In this process, I came across many other Puranas, which were full of knowledge and
wisdom. They were full of vast knowledge related to cosmology, Gods & Goddesses,
pilgrimages, architecture, medicine, literature/grammar, folk tales, philosophy,
theology, etc. Often in Puranas, along with various mythological narrations, we find
the descriptions of many intriguing places. These places are diverse such as forests,
gardens, cities, buildings, riverbanks, etc. Out of the many descriptions, some are still
relatable to today’s context such as some cities or some buildings. This book is an
attempt to collate and document some of the places from Puranas through illustrations.
Efforts have been taken to apprehend various components (five elements: earth, water,
light, wind, and sky) of those places and their effect on our five senses (sense of touch/
sparsh, hear/shabd, taste/rasa, vision/rupa, and smell/gandha).
This book is a graphical representation of some buildings, cities, gardens, mountains
and forests from the Puranas. The book does not deal with detailed accounts of dates
and facts and hence must not be considered as a reference to understand or interpret
Puranas.
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